
 

 

 

   

 

 
... in the small things 

 

The deep crimson contrasted beautifully with the vivid yellow petals of nature in her 

finest. The cards, a mixture of teddy bears, butterflies and generally ‘all things pink’, 

offered sincere messages ... and the presents – gosh! Hand-made chocolates, a 

glittering objet d’art and an elegant paperweight capturing a rose suspended in antiquity. 

Was this my birthday? No. This was the end of term, a time when my students and I 

finally parted company. For me, a time when I watched as a restless hen, my fledglings 

leave the containment of the psychological nest we had all invested so much in creating. 

It was a time when I had to recede, professionally, psychologically, emotionally and 

physically. When I wished them well, slowly withdrew the invisible bonds, gently turned a 

page, closed a chapter ... and let them go. 

 

 



 

 

There is nothing in my teacher manual that talks about endings between students and 

teachers. No words of wisdom on how to let people go after one or two years spent with 

them bouncing into class, inquisitively asking their questions, making their points, sharing 

their stories, their concerns – parts of their lives with me. Glimpses into their worlds far 

away from the classroom, where the psychology I spoke of transpired in their reality. It 

occurred to me that we are never really prepared for endings, but we are always 

prepared for beginnings, and for love, and that never ends. 

 

On the last day of term a student offered me a chip before placing the unwanted contents 

in the bin. A simple gesture perhaps, that on one level was someone offering another 

person unwanted food. On another level however ... I took a chip and said thankyou. In 

silence I said ‘you are welcome’. 

 

Love is never in the big gestures, the aggrandised displays of fake affection. Nor is it to 

be found in the lavish, expensive presents given deliberately in the gaze of gawping 

others, most often to alleviate some guilt and compensate an absence. No, love is 

always found in the small things. A friend who calls for coffee. A door held open for us by 

a complete stranger. A smile in the street. A pen passed, a cup of tea ... a chip! 

 

The sun makes everything appear lovely. Whilst many waited for Summer to slowly 

arrive, I considered that maybe She had never left? Perhaps, as the sun always shines 

behind the clouds so too does Summer continue to bloom. Irrespective of the partition. Of 

appearances. Summer remains waiting. As love does. In eternity. In the small things. 

 

With love, 

Carole 
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